Our Script
You and your group will need to create a script for your Walk presentation. Have one person
from your group start the script on Google Docs using their Google Drive account. Once it is
started, share the Google Doc with the rest of your group and your teacher. Print out copies for
your group members and bring them to school so you can practice and memorize your lines.
You can always make subtle changes later.
Remember that your script needs to be written as if you are living in the Middle Ages.
Try to not have one person talk for too long. You want to involve everyone from your group in
the script.
As you write your script think about how you can involve your audience in your presentation.
Below is the first page of a sample script written by four students.

* * * * * * * Sample Script * * * * * * *
The Medieval Guild Workshop
S = Sam

V = Veronica

C = Cody

J = Jessica

S: Welcome everyone, my name is Sam and these are my fellow craftsmen. We all belong to
guilds. Guilds are unions of people who practice various trades.
C: That’s right Sam, my name is Cody and I am the town blacksmith. I belong to one of the
more prestigious guilds in town.
V: My name is Veronica and I am weaver and dyer. I also belong to a guild with people who do
the same work as me, like my sister Jessica here.
J: Like my sister said, I am also a weaver and dyer. Women usually aren’t allowed to join
guilds but since our father is in the weaving and dying business, they made an exception for us.
V: What were going to do here today is teach you a little bit about our friend Cody’s profession.
C: That’s right, you’re going to be learning all about my job and I’ll show you all the tools you
need to be a successful blacksmith.
S: Before we start though, we need a couple of volunteers to give Cody a hand as he
demonstrates his profession. Can I have a couple of helpers join us over here. (At this time
Veronica and Jessica select two students from the audience to help Cody)
C: Step right over here and let me show you how I pound this piece of metal. I am making a
new sword for Lord James of Wilshire Manor. He is paying me a lot of money for this new
sword and I am making it out the finest materials. (Cody points to one of the volunteers) Why
don’t you help me and give me that hammer so I can show you how I do it.

